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DO YOU KNOW YOUR VAST, SPARKLING, MAGNIFICENT, UNIQUELY GIFTED SOUL? 

Each Soul incarnates with a unique blend out of 100 and more Divine gifts. In the body’s 

compacted light energy they often build blockings (“masked marvels”), yet lead to our evolutionary 

purpose. 

On more than 2000 Afterlife Journeys the author facilitated her clients’ unmediated visceral 

experience of their Soul in a higher-dimensional, heavenly realm. Imagine perceiving yourself in a 

virtual mirror as a conscious being of light, radiating your unique gifts, energy and colors, and 

having even more expanded Soul states. Dr. Michael Newton’s proven method enables this safe, 

profound Spiritually Transformative Experience (STE). The book is dedicated to him and his 

pioneering work.  

By reading the seeker is reminded of their fully aware immortal existence in a higher-dimensional 

world of light, peace, freedom and love, of their eternal connectedness with a group of Soul 

companions, an ultimate destination after all incarnations and a loving guidance by wise beings of 

light. 

The main focus of the book is to picture the unique light, consciousness, energy, vastness, beauty, 

goodness and creative power of the individual Soul. Experience, knowledge and wisdom from forty-

four years of medical-therapeutic work help the reader understand how their Soul incarnates, 

embodying a unique blend out of 100 and more Divine gifts which often become blockings within 

the compacted light energy of the body for a long time, hereby causing primal fears and “shadows.” 

These want to be released, re-cognized as “masked marvels” and gradually unfolded as human 

virtues. Through this process, which is intensely interwoven with the Earthly experiences, the Soul 

urges us to re-discover our Greater Self, to unfold our Divine gifts and fulfill our chosen life 

purpose.  

“This bold, visionary and courageous book widens the reader’s lens to remind us of our deeper 

soul identity. “ –– David Lorimer, Programme Director, Scientific and Medical Network; Editor, 

Paradigm Explorer; Chair, Galileo Commission 

“Soul Light is such a rich book that just reading it quickens one’s evolution.” –– Christopher M. 

Bache, Prof. emeritus; author of LSD and the Mind of the Universe: Diamonds from Heaven 

“The book fascinates by bringing clarity to many spiritual themes which the seeker might 

intuitively know and also helps explaining them to others. It serves as a guide for individual 

evolution and so affects the Soul collective.” –– A reader's feedback 
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